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Abstract - In an increasing number of classification
systems, a priori and observations are both present as
probabilistic and possibilistic continuous distributions
to represent information in the most accurate and
reliable way. We propose a method where information
is simultaneously modeled in term of probability and
possibility and is combined in a hybrid manner,
without changing it neither in an entirely probabilistic
form nor in an entirely possibilistic form. It thus
defines a compatibility mass function. To extend the
mechanism of validation windowing found in tracking
algorithms, a possibilistic distribution is associated
with each continuous probabilistic distribution, and
contributes to build a mass function related to the
validation-rejection of the observation. Thanks to these
hybrid mechanisms of combination, we build a
classifier respecting some constraints in the framework
of evidence theory. In the paper we describe it and
discuss its properties.

Keywords: possibilistic-probabilistic double modeling,
hybrid fusion, compatibility versus validation, evidence
theory.

1. Introduction

The identification of objects or layouts is a
fundamental step of information systems. The
mathematical representation of information, its
modeling, is a main part of this task. Another part of
this task is the combination of information. When the
sense of the information is high as in the framework of
the probability theory, the combination is derived from
a low number of axioms inferred by this high sense.
When the sense of the available information weakens,
it doesn’t allow by itself to infer the form of the
combination. The theories of possibility and evidence
offer more versatile frames and allow to choose
different forms of combination whose behavior is
adapted to precise constraints [2][4]. However none of
the three theoretical frameworks allows by itself to
model and combine all the kinds of available
information in an accurate or reliable manner. If we
have both possibilistic and probabilistic representations
and if we want to combine them, then we could be
tempted to reshape all information with the same
formalism. Moving all information in the framework of
the possibility theory [4] leads to sub-performances
because information is lost during the conversion.
Conversely, moving all information in the framework

of the probability theory [7][8] leads to introduce
unavailable and often illegitimate information and
allows to believe in predictive overestimated
performances with low robustness. So, we need to
consider a hybrid mechanism of fusion [9].

Therefore we propose a hybrid mechanism which
allows to evaluate the compatibility of information in
some enumerated cases of hybridity of information.
The method must not only be operational when
information is entirely probabilistic or entirely
possibilistic, but also in the hybrid cases, it must avoid
either a loss of information or an illegitimate
introduction of information, and it must preserve the
initial sense of the modeling.

We propose also a double representation which
associates to each probabilistic continuous distribution
another representation named validation window, in
fact a possibilistic continuous distribution. This last
one can be seen as an extension of the classical
mechanisms of validation windowing found in tracking
algorithms such as MHT or PDAF [3].

Then in the framework of evidence theory, two sets of
mass are separately computed. The first one takes into
account the compatibility between a priori and
perceptive information. The second one results from
the compatibility evaluation between the validation
distributions, fused with another information related to
the exhaustiveness of the discernment frame,
translating the world closure [12]. The final mass is the
result of the fusion of the two previous sets and
accounts for all available information without loss of
information or illegitimate introduction of information.
It can be used in further combination of information.

We present in section 2 the available information, the
constraints that must be respected and the semantic
associated with the validation windows, and we
propose an algorithm of fusion. Section 3 deals with
the compatibility between the various a priori and the
observation: in the homogeneous cases we use the
likelihood of each hypothesis, in the hybrid case, we
elaborate likelihood intervals and compute a resulting
compatibility mass function. Section 4 shows how to
manage the exhaustivity of the database thanks to a
mechanism of validation windowing. The possibility of
each hypothesis is evaluated, a resulting validation
mass function and he final set of mass are computed.
The results of simulations on synthetic distributions are
presented and discussed in section 5.



2. Hybrid fusion mechanisms

2.1 Available Information
We note Ω = {H1, H2, H3}. the discernment frame. Let
x be an attribute of the objects or the layouts that must
be discriminated. We suppose that the a priori
information, characteristic of each hypothesis, is given
by the following distributions of uncertainty:  ∀ Hi ∈Ω ,
da priori (x/Hi) with either a possibilistic distribution
da priori (x/Hi)  = π(x/Hi) or a probabilistic one
da priori (x/Hi) = p (x/Hi).

Figure 1 – a priori distributions

The perceptive information is also provided by:
∀� M o  ∈ℜ2 dobs  ( M o / x ) =  π( M o / x )
or dobs  ( M o / x ) =  p (M o / x )

Figure 2 – Perceptive distribution

Finally we must address the 4 cases of heterogeneity as
illustrated by the following table:

a priori distributions

Perceptive
distribution

All
Probabilistic

Heterogeneity
Intra-a priori

All
Possibilistic

Probabilistic CASE 1
homogeneous

CASE 2 CASE 3

Possibilistic CASE 4 CASE 5 CASE 6
homogeneous

Figure 3 - Confrontation

The previous scheme shows the heterogeneity between
the observation in bold and the database, and inner the
database.

2.2  Building a hybrid mechanism
We want to elaborate a distribution of masses in the
framework of the evidence theory, representative of the
information issued from the confrontation between a
priori and observation in all the previous cases of
heterogeneity. The main difficulty in fusion is to
represent the information in the most accurate and the
most reliable way as possible. Therefore in hybrid

cases, we want to build a hybrid mechanism that keeps
the informative contents in the most faithful manner.

The mechanism must verify the following constraints:
• If information is all probabilistic, we impose

continuity with the bayesian fusion and decision,
by restricting to singletons and by choosing the
criterion of the maximum of plausibility. The
decision is the same as what we obtain by
application of the maximum of likelihood with
equal decision costs.

• The results must be the same when a distribution
tends towards a Dirac distribution either
possibilistic or probabilistic.

• In the presence of uncertainties on any parameter
(attribute or likelihood of a hypothesis) a
minimum of information must be illegitimately
introduced.

• We must be able to take into account a confidence
on the exhaustivity of the database. This
confidence is measured by a coefficient between 0
and 1. If this confidence is 0, we are in the case
named "open world", and each conflict of
information is associated with the existence of a
supplementary hypothesis or with a measurement
error (Rejection hypothesis) [10][1]. If this
confidence is 1, we are in the case named "close
world". This supposes that the base is exhaustive
and that measurements are correctly modeled. At
this level, we cannot distinguish between a not
inventoried hypothesis and a false measurement.

Finally, when we consider the axis of an attribute x and
the variation of the measurement on this axis, the
classifier must be able to discriminate between the
different zones: the zones where a hypothesis is
decidable, the zones where we keep a subset of
hypotheses, that is to say that we wait for further
information before making a decision on a singleton,
and the zones where the measurement is rejected.

Figure 4  - Example of possible decisions issued
from confronting observation and different a priori

2.3 Semantic interpretation of possibilistic

distribution
A possibilistic distribution π(x/Hi) is interpreted as a
validation window. If the object is Hi, then x is
contained between two limits, eventually not well
defined. But there is no reason to suppose a uniform
probabilistic distribution or any other distribution
between these limits. Such an interpretation allows a
mechanism of validation windowing for the rejection
of a measurement, and leads the corresponding
algorithms to be more robust.
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2.4 Algorithm

1. For a given measurement, the likelihood of each
hypothesis is computed. In all cases of
heterogeneity, and according to the previous
interpretation related to the possibilistic
distributions, it is possible to surround the
likelihood of each hypothesis. In the case 1
(homogeneous probabilistic a priori and
observation), the previous interval is reduced to a
single value of likelihood.

2. A set of masses (named mC� for compatibility mass)
is deduced from the set of intervals of likelihood.
This set is representative of the discriminating
information related to each hypothesis, and
manages the weight among the different degrees of
compatibility, previously defined as intervals. The
translation into a set of masses is performed by
application of the refutation principle of the model
proposed by [1]. This is coherent with the
generalized Bayes’s theorem [11], if we consider
the likelihood leading to the minimum specificity
of the resulting mass.

3. A validation window is associated to each
distribution. It is modeled by a possibilistic
distribution. Another set of masses (named mV�  for
validation mass) is then issued of the confrontation
of the possibilistic distributions. Again the
translation into a set of masses is performed by
application of the refutation principle and takes
into account the closure of the world.

4. Then, after introduction of a rejection hypothesis
in the discernment frame of mC�, the final set of
masses is computed by the Dempster-Shafer’s rule
of combination [13] or orthogonal sum
m=mC�⊕mV

information and allows an eventual rejection
decision.

Figure 5 – Algorithm

3 Confrontation of distributions

3.1 Likelihood in homogeneous cases

Homogeneous probabilistic confrontation

When the information is probabilistic, the likelihood of
each hypothesis assuming  a measurement is given by:

p(Mo/Hi) = ⌡⌠
x∈ℜ

 p(Mo/x,Hi) p(x/Hi) d x

= ⌡⌠
x∈ℜ

 p(Mo/x) p(x/Hi) d x
(1)

We have�
ν Mo (Hi) =   p (Mo/Hi )�  ∀ i∈ {1,….,n}

(2)

Figure 6  - Likelihood of two hypotheses

If a priori distribution is uniform between two limits,
then the likelihood is the mean of the likelihood
distribution between these limits. We then elaborate
this distribution of discrete likelihood in a set of
masses, in accordance with a model developed by [1]
based on the refutation principle, and by choosing to
normalize the likelihood values by the maximal
likelihood:

νnorm (Hi)� = �
ν(Hi)�

max
j ∈ {1 , . . . , n }

ν(Hi)��
 (3)

∀ Hi∈Ω, mi(Hi

_
) = 1-νnorm (Hi)� (4)

mi (Ω)= νnorm (Hi)
and
mC   = m1 ⊕ m2 ⊕ … ⊕  mn-1 ⊕ mn (5)

This modeling remains coherent with the
generalized Bayes’s theorem of SMETS
[10]. The masses mk are relative to the
hypothesis k. One value of the normalized
likelihood is 1 by definition. Therefore,
there is no conflict related to this fusion.
Thus the resulting masse mC is only
representative of the balance among the
relative values of likelihood. This modeling

respects the continuity with the probabilistic approach.
Taking a decision by maximum of plausibility on the
singletons is strictly identical with taking a decision by
maximum of likelihood. Moreover, this form is

 p(x/H1)
 p(Mo/x)

x

Mo

 p(x/H2)

ν(H1) =   p(Mo/H1)

ν(H2) =   p(Mo/H2)

 For each hypothesis  Hi
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Validation
Windowing
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π( Hi /M o )
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coherent with the fact that a high likelihood brings little
information.

Homogeneous possibilistic confrontation

The evaluation of the possibility of a hypothesis when
the a priori and observation distributions are given as
possibilistic distributions can be formulated [6] by:

Π ( H i ) = sup
x

(min(πobs(x/Mo ),  πa  priori(x / H i )) (6)

3.2 Elaborating the intervals of Likelihood in

heterogeneous cases
To simplify, this part presents a particular case with a
probabilistic observation and a possibilistic a priori
distribution, which is a crisp membership function.

Figure 7  - Probabilistic observation and

possibilistic a priori

To take into account the true sense of a possibilistic a
priori distribution π(x), we consider all the
distributions of probabilities, that are coherent with the
support J of π(x). A probabilistic distribution p(x) is
coherent with an interval I if and only if x ∉ J ⇒
p(x)=0. We demonstrate in appendix 1 that Let p a
probabilistic distribution, coherent with the support J of
π(x), then

νp(Hi /�Mo) ∈ [p(Mo/x)min , p(Mo/x)max]

with p(Mo/x)min = inf
x ∈ J

�Ó p(Mo/x)Õ���

and p(Mo/x)max = sup
x ∈ J

�Ó p(Mo/x)Õ

(7)

In consequence, we dispose of one interval
Ii = [ν (Hi)min , ν (Hi)max] of definition of the likelihood
per hypothesis.

        ν(H1 /Mo) ∈ I1

ν(H3  /�Mo) ∈ I3

ν(H4 /�Mo) ∈ I4

ν(H2 /�Mo) ∈ I2

Figure 8 - Intervals of likelihood

3.3  Elaboration of the mass of compatibility mC.
Let ν f = {νf (H1), ν f (H2),…,ν f (Hn)} be a likelihood
distribution and let F  be the set of valid likelihood

distribution F= {νf = {ν f (H1), νf (H2),…,ν f (Hn)}  / ∀ i,
{νf (H1)∈ Ii = [ν (Hi)min , ν (Hi)max] }
We consider the specificity of a mass distribution
defined as in [14] by:

spe( m ) = ∑
X ⊂Ω

 � m ( X ) �
 Card(X)� 

(8)

A likelihood distribution ν f ∈ F�leads to a mass
distribution mνf   by using the refutation principle of
[1] and has a degree of specificity spe( mνf ).  In order
to limit the illegitimate information introduced, we
keep the likelihood distribution
νspec min = argmin

νf ∈ F�
Ó spe( mνf ). Õ  corresponding to the

minimum of specificity. Then the mass of
compatibility mC is defined by mC = mνspec min .

Theorem: Applying the refutation principle to
elaborate the masses, the choice of the following
likelihood set leads to the minimum of specificity of
the resulting distribution (see appendix 2 for the
demonstration):

�∀Hi∈Ω , νnorm(Hi )  = 
min Óν ( Hi )m a x ,  NormÕ

�Norm�
�

with Norm = max
H i ∈ Ω

�Óν(Hi )m i n Õ�
(9)

The following figure illustrates the choice of the n-
values leading to the minimum of specificity. It is
sufficient to take the higher values of likelihood
inferior or equal to the maximum of the lower limits of
each interval.

        ν(H1 /�Mo) ∈ I1

ν(H3 /�Mo) ∈ I3

Norm ν(H4 /�Mo) ∈ I4

ν(H2 / �Mo) ∈ I2

Figure 9 – N-uplets of likelihood leading to the

minimum of specificity

4 Managing the exhaustivity of the

database.

The classical rule of fusion of Dempster-Shafer
supposes that the hypotheses of the discernment frame
are exhaustive. When a measurement is far from any
hypothesis, then two possibilities can be considered:
either there is an error of measurement, or a hypothesis
is not listed and the discernment frame is not
exhaustive.

4.1 Windowing mechanism
When a distribution is given as a probabilistic
distribution, a validation window is associated with
each distribution and allows to keep or reject a
measurement. For example, in the case of a Gaussian
distribution, we build a trapezoidal distribution by

p(Mo/x)=νMo(x)

π(x/Hi)

 p(Mo/x)max

 p(Mo/x)min

x



considering both the 99% area and the 99.9% area.
These windows are modeled as possibilistic
distributions. This allows to manage jointly two
representations of the information: a probabilistic
distribution with a high sense and a possibilistic
distribution as a validation window.

Figure 10 - possibilistic validation

When a distribution is directly given as a possibilistic
distribution, then the validation area is represented by
this distribution itself.

4.2   Elaboration of the validation masse mm vv
Now we dispose of these degrees of possibility
Π( H i�)�∀i∈ {1,…,n} issued from the confrontation of
the validation windows.  After adding a rejection
hypothesis R , the principle of modeling by refutation
[1] is used again with the following adaptation.
We note now Ω 1 =  {H 1 , … , H n�,R ) } = Ω ∪ R
For each hypothesis H i , a set of mass m i  is built with
two focal elements.

∀H i ∈Ω ,    m i (H i

_
∪R) = 1-Π(H i ), ����  m i� (Ω) =  Π(H i )

Then another set of mass mm S   allows to define

continuously the closure of the world, by setting from
s=0 with a configuration "open world" [11] to s=1 with
a configuration "closed world".

m S  �(Ω) = s  and    m S  �(Ω� = Ω  ∪ R)= 1- s
Finally, the validation mass is:

m V =m 1⊕m 2⊕…⊕m n⊕m S

The following table illustrates the method when
Ω0 = {H 1 , H 2 }.  Π( H 1 )  and Π( H 2 )  are given.

m 1

�������m2 
1- Π( H 2 )
in H 1 ∪∪ R

Π( H 2 )
in H 1 ∪∪ H2

Π( H 1 )
in H 1 ∪∪ H2

Ó1-Π( H 2 ) Õ�Π( H1 )
in H 1

Π( H 1 ) Π( H 2 )
in H 1 ∪∪ H2

1- Π( H 1 )
in H 1 ∪∪R

Ó1- Π( H 1 ) Õ
× Ó1- Π( H 2 ) Õ

in R

Ó1- Π( H 1 ) Õ Π( H 2 )
in H 2

  Fusion  m 1 ⊕  m 2

The mass related to R is representative of a conflict,

expressing the incompatibility between the
measurement and the whole hypotheses. If a validation
degree is 1, then the mass related to R  is zero.

Conversely, if all the degrees are zero, then the mass
related to R  is 1.

We now combine m 1 ⊕ m 2  with the set of mass m S .

m S

 m 1⊕m 2

s

in H 1 ∪∪ H2

1-s

in H 1 ∪∪ H2 ∪∪ R

Ó1-Π( H 2 ) Õ

×Π( H 1 )

in H 1

Ó1-Π( H 2 ) Õ

×Π( H 1 )�×s

in H 1

Ó1-Π( H 2 ) Õ

×Π( H 1 ) × ( 1 - s )

in H 1

Ó1- Π( H 1 ) Õ

×Π( H 2 )

in H 2

Ó1- Π( H 1 ) Õ

×Π( H 2 ) ×s

in H 2

Ó1- Π( H 1 ) Õ

×Π( H 2 ) × ( 1 - s ) �

in H 2

Ó1- Π( H 1 ) Õ

× Ó1- Π( H 2 ) Õ

in R

Ó1- Π( H 1 ) Õ

× Ó1- Π( H 2 ) Õ

×s

∅∅

Ó1- Π( H 1 ) Õ

× Ó1- Π( H 2 ) Õ

 × ( 1 - s )

in R

Π( H 1 ) Π( H 2 )

in H 1 ∪∪ H2

Π( H 1 ) Π( H 2 )

×s

in H 1 ∪∪ H2

Π( H 1 ) Π( H 2 )

× ( 1 - s )

in H 1 ∪∪ H2

Fusion without re-normalization m 1⊕m 2⊕m S

This leads after re-normalization to:

mV  ( H 1 )  =  
Ó1 -Π( H 2 ) Õ�Π( H 1 )

Σ

mV  ( H 2 )  =  
Ó1 -Π( H 1 ) Õ�Π( H 2 )

Σ

mV  ( H 1 ∪H 2 )  =  
ÓΠ( H 2 ) Õ�Π( H1 )

Σ

mV  ( R )  =  
Ó1 -Π( H 2 ) Õ�Ó1 -Π( H 1 ) Õ ( 1 - s )

Σ
with
Σ   =  1  −  Ó1  - Π( H 2 ) Õ�Ó1 -Π( H 1 ) Õ × s

(10)

So, if  s = 0 , the mass m S is equal to the ignorance
and the previous mass m 1 ⊕ m 2  are unchanged. I t
means that we keep the possibility that a hypothesis is
lacking (non-exhaustivity of the discernment frame) or
that a measurement error occurs, corresponding to the
notion of “open world” [11]. Conversely, s = 1  means
that the discernment frame is exhaustive and that there
is no hypothesis lack possibility nor error of
measurement outside the limits of definition,
corresponding to the notion of "closed world" defined
by Smets. Finally, the degree s  varying from 0 up to 1
allows to move continuously from a "open world"
solution to a "closed world" solution.

4.3 Final  mass

The compatibility mass reflects the balance between
the hypotheses, relying on a confrontation between the
measurement and each hypothesis. If only this
information is used, we cannot know when the
measurement is incoherent with the whole hypotheses.
We can no more reject a hypothesis whose likelihood is
10-27 facing another which is entirely possible The
validation mass allows to fill these tow gaps and brings

x
Mo



an information only in these two cases.   It is thus
possible to combine these complementary pieces of
information.

However, the rejection hypothesis R is not present in
any focal element of the compatibility mass. With the
Dempster’s rule of combination or orthogonal sum, the
rejection hypothesis R will remain not present in any
focal element of the resulting mass. So each focal
element X of mC propagates its mass value to a new
subset ( X ∪ R )   and a new mass function m'C is
created such that m'C( X ∪ R ) = mC( X )  for each focal
element X of mC.
The final masse is representative of all information and
is obtained by the orthogonal sum of m'C  and mV.

m = m' C⊕ m V (11)�

5 Results

5.1 Simulator interface
Let  Ω1 = {H1, H2, H3,  R}.
The operator can set the control parameters (the world
closure for example). He can interactively choose the
distribution of the 3 hypotheses to be discriminated and
of the observation. We suppose one attribute x and the
measurement Mo of that attribute. The simulator allows
to visualize the final mass function and other
intermediate elements when the measurement is
varying along the axis associated to the attribute.
Therefore, the method applied to a measurement Mo  is
illustrated on a vertical on the graphs of the figure 11.
With this kind of graph, we can see the behavior of the
method on the entire axis and we can study the zones
of decisions, and the associated robustness.
A color is associated to each represented element and
can be displayed or not. The graph entitled “A priori
distributions” shows the initial a priori information.
The graph entitled “Observation distribution” shows
the distribution of measurement  Mo for an attribute x
centered in zero. The graph entitled “Belief functions”
represents the intermediate belief degrees that can be
likelihood, an interval of likelihood or a possibility
degree. The lower and last graph entitled “Mass
distribution or Plausibility” allows to show all resulting
mass function, such as validation mass, discrimination
mass, and final mass. The plausibility distribution on
the singletons can also be represented on this graph.
The two last graphs have Mo  as abscissa.  That means
that when distributions are probabilistic, a belief
function is a classical convolution of two distributions.

5.2 Main properties

We recall the main properties that have led us to the
definition of a double representation.

When all a priori distributions are possibilistic, and the
perceptive distribution probabilistic, and if the
windows of the a priori distributions have a common
interval of definition, then the analysis of the
compatibility set of masses has not to bring any
information and brings no information with our model.

When the observation is very precise either
possibilistic or probabilistic one, then the validation set

of masses may perhaps allow to discriminate between
the hypotheses, but no information can be extracted
from the confrontation of the compatibility masses.
This remains true when the observation is possibilistic
with the sense that we have chosen for the notion of
possibility.

When a precise observation corresponds to a common
zone of the validation windows of different hypotheses,
then neither the surrounding of the likelihoods, nor the
analysis of the validation windows can bring some
information allowing to discriminate among the
corresponding hypotheses.

5.3 Comments on a simulation

The results of the simulation are presented through the
use of a special interface built in Matlab as shown in
figure 11.

Comments, which are given from the left to right side
of the figure, illustrate various effects.

The top windows show the heterogeneity among a
priori pieces of information and the heterogeneity
between observation and a priori information.

Mo < -5à “world closure” parameter s impact :
The Rejection hypothesis has a mass equal to 1.

-5 < Mo < 7 à  impact of heterogeneity between
observation and a priori information: as shown in the
“belief distribution” window, the likelihood of
hypothesis H1 and H2 belong to an interval that is to
read vertically (couple of bold line). The fine curves
(from left to right) define the result of the evaluation of
the compatibility between a priori and observation
validation windows.

7 < Mo < 15 à world closure” parameter s impact : the
mass accorded to the Rejection hypothesis depends in
particular on the world closure parameter. The higher
this parameter is, the wider will be the rejection zone.
It is to be noted that we would have a similar impact by
decreasing the width of all validation window width.

15 < Mo < 20 à  classical probabilistic compatibility
evaluation. In this case, all information is bayesian and
we obtain a classical proba bilistic convolution.

Irrespectively of the zone in the “mass distributions –
plausibilities” window, for a given measurement (on
the horizontal axis) the mass distribution (on the
vertical axis) enables a further decision process, which
can be for example a maximum of a posteriori mass.

6 Conclusion

The applications where the problems result from
confronting hybrid information, related to different
kinds of objects and perceptive information, are
numerous. We have proposed a solution when
continuous distributions are hybrid. We think that the
cases presented in this paper correspond to a great part
of the information that is available in reality.  This
method remains well adapted when information is
entirely probabilistic or possibilistic.  In the framework
of evidence theory, two sets of mass are separately



computed. The first one takes into account the
compatibility between a priori and perceptive
information. The second one results from the
compatibility evaluation between the validation
distributions, fused with another information related to
the exhaustiveness of the discernment frame.

The used mechanisms are the following: proposal of a
new hybrid confrontation of continuous distributions to
obtain likelihood intervals;
• use of the refutation principle with simultaneous

use of minimum of specificity to build a
compatibility mass function in hybrid cases;

• proposal of a double representation named
validation windows that extends a classical
mechanisms of validation windowing found in
tracking algorithms;

• use of the refutation principle with concomitant
use of the closure of the world to build a validation
mass function;

• and fusion of the two previous sets that accounts
for all available information without loss or
illegitimate introduction of information.

The two proposals (likelihood surrounding and double
representation) are the original points in this paper.
They allow to implement the hybrid mechanisms and
to make a final mass function that responds to the
requirements set in § 2. Although the probabilistic and
associated possibilistic representations are correlated,
their strength are not comparable for the same value of
the attribute x . They are in fact complementary. The
whole algorithm allows:
1. To manage the exhaustivity of the discernment

frame with introduction of a rejection hypothesis
by confronting the validation mass function;

2. To manage the heterogeneity in the a priori
database. Let H1 be a fully possible hypothesis and
H2 a likely hypothesis (also possible by according
to the windows confrontation), the result is then
not to discriminate between the two hypotheses
(mC  (H1 ∪ H2) = 1).  But if the likelihood of H2 is
very weak (such that H2 begins to become
impossible according to the windows
confrontation), then we must simply keep the
hypothesis H1.

3. To manage the heterogeneity between a priori an
perceptive distributions.
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Appendix 1

Let po be a probabilistic distribution, coherent with the
support J of π(x), then

νpo
 (Hi /�Mo) ∈ [p(Mo/x)min , p(Mo/x)max]

with p(Mo/x)min = inf
x ∈ J

�Ó p(Mo/x)Õ���

and p(Mo/x)max = sup
x ∈ J

�Ó p(Mo/x)Õ

(12)

By definition:
νp o

(Hi  /�Mo) =  p  (Hi  /�Mo)

= ⌡⌠
x∈ R

 p(Mo /x , H i ) po (x /Hi  )d x ( 13)



νp o
(Hi  /�Mo) = ⌡⌠

x∈ R
 p(Mo /x )p o ( x /Hi  )dx

With po (x/Hi )dx  > 0  and ⌡⌠
x∈J

  po (x/Hi )dx.

Therefore, ν(Hi /�Mo)� is the barycentric mean  of the
values p(Mo/x). Thus

ν (Hi /�Mo) ∈ [p(Mo/x)min , p(Mo/x)max] (14)�

It exists a Dirac probabilistic distribution, set at the
point xo such that    p (Mo/xo) = min

x ∈ℜ
Ó p(Mo/x) Õ

This distribution is coherent with the interval J. The
likelihood of Hi  is νpo

(Hi /�Mo)�= p(Mo/xo). The same

reasoning is valid for the superior limit. Finally the
likelihood of Hi  is limited by [p(Mo/x)min , p(Mo/x)max]
and the limits are reached (cf. Figure 7).

Appendix 2

Theorem : Applying the refutation  principle to
elaborate the masses, the choice of the following
likelihood distribution leads to the minimum of
specificity of the resulting distribution:

�∀Hi∈Ω , νnorm(Hi )  = 
min Óν ( Hi )m a x ,  NormÕ

�Norm�
�

with Norm = max
H i ∈ Ω

�Óν(Hi )m i n Õ�
( 15)

demonstration : Let ν�i = ν(Hi ), it is sufficient to show
that for all ν�i, the function of n variables spe()� is a
decreasing function with ν�i independently of ν�j for j≠ i

Let Ωo such that Ω = Ωo∪Hi. By applying the
refutation principle, m  =  m o⊕ m i�

with m i (Ωo ) =  1 -  νnorm(Hi ), m i (Ωo∪Hi ) =  νnorm(Hi ),
and m o the result of the fusion of all the others masses
(mj ≠ mi ).

Spe(m) = ∑
X ⊂Ω

 �
m(�X)

Card(�X)

= ∑
X ⊂Ω

 
m ( X ) (  1 -  ν n o r m( Hi  ) )

Card(�X)
�

+ ∑
X ⊂ Ωo

 �
m(X)νn o r m( H i )

Card ( X ) + 1

because it exits at least another normalized likelihood
such that νnorm(Hi )=  1  with j≠ i

Spe(m) = ∑
X ⊂ Ωo

 
m ( X )

Card(X )

+ ∑
X ⊂ Ωo

 �m(X)  νnorm(Hi ) Ó
1

Card ( X ) + 1
 -  

1
Card ( X ) Õ

then  
d Spe(m)

dν(Hi)
 �≤ 0.

Only the decreasing property of the specificity is
useful.

----------------

Figure 11- A view of the interface


